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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
You need to recommend a solution to secure the MedicalHistory data in the ClaimsDetail table. The solution must meet the Contoso developer requirements.
What should you include in the recommendation?

A. Transparent Data Encryption (TDE)
B. Always Encrypted
C. row-level security (RLS)
D. dynamic data masking
E. data classification

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/protect-data-transit-rest/4-explain-object-encryption-secure-encl

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 2)
You need to recommend a strategy for securing the litware.com forest. The solution must meet the identity requirements. What should you include in the
recommendation? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE; Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
* 1. Azure AD Identity Protection Brute Force Detection:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-protection/overview-identity-protection
* 2. Defender for Identity
MDI can detect brute force attacks: ref:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/defender-for-identity/compromised-credentials-alerts#suspected-brute-force-at

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 3)
You have a Microsoft 365 E5 subscription and an Azure subscripts You need to evaluate the existing environment to increase the overall security posture for the
following components:
• Windows 11 devices managed by Microsoft Intune
• Azure Storage accounts
• Azure virtual machines
What should you use to evaluate the components? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
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Solution:
Selection 1: Microsoft 365 Defender (Microsoft Defender for Endpoint is part of it). Selection 2: Microsoft Defender for Cloud.
Selection 3: Microsoft Defender for Cloud.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/design-strategy-for-secure-paas-iaas-saas-services/8-specify-sec

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 3)
You have Windows 11 devices and Microsoft 365 E5 licenses.
You need to recommend a solution to prevent users from accessing websites that contain adult content such as gambling sites. What should you include in the
recommendation?

A. Microsoft Endpoint Manager
B. Compliance Manager
C. Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps
D. Microsoft Defender for Endpoint

Answer: D

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/web-content-filtering?view=o365-w 

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your company finalizes the adoption of Azure and is implementing Microsoft Defender for Cloud. You receive the following recommendations in Defender for Cloud
• Access to storage accounts with firewall and virtual network configurations should be restricted,
• Storage accounts should restrict network access using virtual network rules.
• Storage account should use a private link connection.
• Storage account public access should be disallowed.
You need to recommend a service to mitigate identified risks that relate to the recommendations. What should you recommend?

A. Azure Storage Analytics
B. Azure Network Watcher
C. Microsoft Sentinel
D. Azure Policy

Answer: D

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/security-policy-concept https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/benchmark/azure/baselines/storage-
security-baseline

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 3)
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You are designing the security standards for a new Azure environment.
You need to design a privileged identity strategy based on the Zero Trust model. Which framework should you follow to create the design?

A. Enhanced Security Admin Environment (ESAE)
B. Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL)
C. Rapid Modernization Plan (RaMP)
D. Microsoft Operational Security Assurance (OSA)

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/security-rapid-modernization-plan This rapid modernization plan (RAMP) will help you quickly adopt Microsoft's
recommended privileged access strategy.

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 3)
You have Microsoft Defender for Cloud assigned to Azure management groups. You have a Microsoft Sentinel deployment.
During the triage of alerts, you require additional information about the security events, including suggestions for remediation. Which two components can you use
to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. workload protections in Defender for Cloud
B. threat intelligence reports in Defender for Cloud
C. Microsoft Sentinel notebooks
D. Microsoft Sentinel threat intelligence workbooks

Answer: BD

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/understand-threat-intelligence https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/defender-for-cloud-
introduction https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/threat-intelligence-reports https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/notebooks

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 3)
You have a Microsoft 365 E5 subscription and an Azure subscription. You are designing a Microsoft Sentinel deployment.
You need to recommend a solution for the security operations team. The solution must include custom views and a dashboard for analyzing security events. What
should you recommend using in Microsoft Sentinel?

A. playbooks
B. workbooks
C. notebooks
D. threat intelligence

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/visualize/workbooks-overview

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your company is moving all on-premises workloads to Azure and Microsoft 365. You need to design a security orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR)
strategy in Microsoft Sentinel that meets the following requirements:
• Minimizes manual intervention by security operation analysts
• Supports Waging alerts within Microsoft Teams channels What should you include in the strategy?

A. data connectors
B. playbooks
C. workbooks
D. KQL

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-respond-threats-playbook?tabs=LAC

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 3)
You are designing a security strategy for providing access to Azure App Service web apps through an Azure Front Door instance.
You need to recommend a solution to ensure that the web apps only allow access through the Front Door instance.
Solution: You recommend access restrictions that allow traffic from the Front Door service tags. Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-ip-restrictions#restrict-access-to-a-specific-azure
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NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your company is developing an invoicing application that will use Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) B2C. The application will be deployed as an App Service web
app. You need to recommend a solution to the application development team to secure the application from identity related attacks. Which two configurations
should you recommend? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Azure AD Conditional Access integration with user flows and custom policies
B. Azure AD workbooks to monitor risk detections
C. custom resource owner password credentials (ROPC) flows in Azure AD B2C
D. access packages in Identity Governance
E. smart account lockout in Azure AD B2C

Answer: AE

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/threat-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/conditional-access-user-flow?pivots=b2c-user-flow 

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your company is migrating data to Azure. The data contains Personally Identifiable Information (Pll). The company plans to use Microsoft Information Protection
for the Pll data store in Azure. You need to recommend a solution to discover Pll data at risk in the Azure resources.
What should you include in the recommendation? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Graphical user interface, text, application Description automatically generated
Prioritize security actions by data sensitivity,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/information-protection. As to Azure SQL Database Azure SQL Managed Instance Azure Synapse
Analytics (Azure resources as well): https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/data-discovery-and-classification-overview?view=azu

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 3)
You are designing the encryption standards for data at rest for an Azure resource
You need to provide recommendations to ensure that the data at rest is encrypted by using AES-256 keys. The solution must support rotating the encryption keys
monthly.
Solution: For blob containers in Azure Storage, you recommend encryption that uses customer-managed keys (CMKs).
Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A
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NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your company is designing an application architecture for Azure App Service Environment (ASE) web apps as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.)

Communication between the on-premises network and Azure uses an ExpressRoute connection.
You need to recommend a solution to ensure that the web apps can communicate with the on-premises application server. The solution must minimize the number
of public IP addresses that are allowed to access the on-premises network.
What should you include in the recommendation?

A. Azure Traffic Manager with priority traffic-routing methods
B. Azure Application Gateway v2 with user-defined routes (UDRs).
C. Azure Front Door with Azure Web Application Firewall (WAF)
D. Azure Firewall with policy rule sets

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/web-application-firewall/afds/afds-overview 

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 3)
You use Azure Pipelines with Azure Repos to implement continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CO) workflows.
You need to recommend best practices to secure the stages of the CI/CD workflows based on the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure.
What should you include in the recommendation for each stage? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 3)
Your on-premises network contains an e-commerce web app that was developed in Angular and Nodejs. The web app uses a MongoDB database. You plan to
migrate the web app to Azure. The solution architecture team proposes the following architecture as an Azure landing zone.
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You need to provide recommendations to secure the connection between the web app and the database. The solution must follow the Zero Trust model.
Solution: You recommend implementing Azure Key Vault to store credentials.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Explanation: 
When using Azure-provided PaaS services (e.g., Azure Storage, Azure Cosmos DB, or Azure Web App, use the PrivateLink connectivity option to ensure all data
exchanges are over the private IP space and the traffic never leaves the Microsoft network.

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 3)
You are designing the encryption standards for data at rest for an Azure resource
You need to provide recommendations to ensure that the data at rest is encrypted by using AES-256 keys. The solution must support rotating the encryption keys
monthly.
Solution: For Azure SQL databases, you recommend Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) that uses customer-managed keys (CMKs).
Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 3)
A customer has a Microsoft 365 E5 subscription and an Azure subscription.
The customer wants to centrally manage security incidents, analyze log, audit activity, and search for potential threats across all deployed services.
You need to recommend a solution for the customer. The solution must minimize costs. What should you include in the recommendation?

A. Microsoft 365 Defender
B. Microsoft Defender for Cloud
C. Microsoft Defender for Cloud Apps
D. Microsoft Sentinel

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 3)
A customer is deploying Docker images to 10 Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) resources across four Azure subscriptions. You are evaluating the security posture
of the customer.
You discover that the AKS resources are excluded from the secure score recommendations. You need to produce accurate recommendations and update the
secure score.
Which two actions should you recommend in Microsoft Defender for Cloud? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is
worth one point.

A. Configure auto provisioning.
B. Assign regulatory compliance policies.
C. Review the inventory.
D. Add a workflow automation.
E. Enable Defender plans.

Answer: AE

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-cloud/update-regulatory-compliance-packages https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-
cloud/workflow-automation

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 3)
You are designing the encryption standards for data at rest for an Azure resource
You need to provide recommendations to ensure that the data at rest is encrypted by using AES-256 keys. The solution must support rotating the encryption keys
monthly.
Solution: For blob containers in Azure Storage, you recommend encryption that uses Microsoft-managed keys within an encryption scope.
Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No
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Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/keys/how-to-configure-key-rotation

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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